
Fully outsource your certification 
management with rMony.  With a 
complete onboarding system we 
can take care of the whole process, 
leaving you to concentrate on what’s 
important for your business.

Hands Off Compliance - Saving Time & Money

Decrease regulatory workload and reduce the cost of managing all certificates for all markets, while fulfilling 
all regulatory requirements.  Sounds too good to be true?  

With rMony you can rely on a fully automated compliance system to improve execution, quality, 
communication workflow and access. 

No need to manually handle certifications or use in house systems which require development resources, 
substantially decreasing workload and allowing employees to focus on growing the business instead.

Fully Automated System - Outsource Your Certification Management

rMony’s automated system removes opportunity for human error, flags issues with new regulations and 
missing or outdated certificates, while granting confidence that requirements and any deadlines for suppliers 
or regulators will be met.  rMony takes care of everything, from an initial uploading of certifications to the 
system, to distribution of the latest certifications and reporting on compliance.

Whats more, we can take care of the whole onboarding system, taking full control of the data migration from 
your old system to rMony - no tedius workflows for you or your team.

Automatically receive / distribute certificates to remain fully up to date with all regulations
Automated notices for new market regulations, highlighting any gaps with new regulations

Automated reminders when certificates are set to expire

Automated reminders for providing reports & documentation to regulators

Stay On-Top of Market Regulations

Easily define your compliance within each market with specific regulation notes, allowing a full overview with 
easy reporting and handover.

Key USPs



Monthly Reports

Automated metrics & reports allow full hands off control with piece of mind - allowing you to continuously 
monitor compliance; showing your coverage, upcoming certification expiries & potential changes in 
regulations, so you can easily plan ahead for all your compliance matters.

Greater Visibility & New Market Oversight

Gain greater visibility of your overall compliance program and identifying overlapping regulations and any 
gaps or deficiencies in certification in new potential markets, allowing you to branch out into new markets 
quickly and efficiently.

Onboarding

As you know, time is money. That’s why rMony offers onboarding in no time, taking full control over the 
transfer from your old compliance system to rMony, allowing you to focus on what’s important for your 
business.  

One Safe & Convenient Application

Safely store all your regulatory certificates and compliance notes all in one secure and easy to use 
application.  Always available, mobile friendly, with daily backups.  No need to use messy homemade systems 
that require development resources.

See how you can minimise compliance time & costs through our fully 
automated gambling compliance system rMony.

Get a demo of rMony’s Gambling 
Compliance System
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